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Episode 49 

FS Thrive: FourBlock 
We chat with Eric Stetson of FourBlock on 
evaluating past experience, finding your calling 
and building your personal brand.  
 
[00:00:00] Kyle Simpson: Welcome to our next FS Thrive episode of the Fireside podcast. I'm 
Kyle Simpson, head of field strategy at FS Investments. And on today's episode, I sat down with 
Eric Stetson, the director of Engagement and enrollment at FourBlock, FourBlock Bridges, the 
divide between the business community and veterans entering the workforce. 

[00:00:25] Kyle Simpson: I'm really excited for you to hear today's conversation because Eric 
has helped countless veterans prepare for situations that directly translate to your role as 
financial advisors. Things like developing your authentic brand and cultivating a business 
network and building high performing teams. We had a wide ranging conversation. Eric is a 
wealth of knowledge and experiences. We'll definitely have him back on the podcast. So we 
hope you enjoy today's episode. And here's Eric.  

[00:01:03] Kyle Simpson: So let's start with, because I was introduced to you through Bill Mann, 
who, is a colleague of mine at fs. So why don't you give me your backstory, because I think I 
know enough of it to be dangerous, but I'd love to just hear what got you to FourBlock.  

[00:01:21] Eric Stetson: Yeah, absolutely. So, grew up in the, outside Philly, in Haverford and I 
went off to college Lafayette and I always knew I wanted to be a leader in the army. My dad had 
been in the Navy, older brother was Air Force and so I chose Army and I wanted to lead. So 
that's why I went to college to get a college degree so I could be an officer in the Army. 

[00:01:42] Eric Stetson: Now I had some interest in biology and science also, and in people and. 
I had traveled as a young boy, and so I think that piqued my interest in people and societies. I 
ended up majoring in sociology because the biology got way too hard, like all the pre-med 
stuff, and I loved all the environmental stuff, but I didn't like the all the pre-med stuff. And so I 
switched to sociology, and anthropology, which actually I think helped, with my career in the 
service because in the service you traveled to other countries and you want to start with, some 
existing knowledge. And so served in the Army for a long time. I was an artillery officer, was in 
for almost a quarter century. And the latter half of my career was really about people 
development, team development, organizational development and helping people be the best 
they could be. I was blessed to finish a career, producing, officers for our army, at the University 
of Illinois or ban Cpan, where I finished my career. 

[00:02:34] Eric Stetson: And then came back to the Philly area, hometown, and, my parents are 
here and when we got out of the service, I say we, because my wife was married to the service 
for 16 years plus also, we had a choice. We could stay in Illinois, go back to Arizona, or come to 
Philadelphia. And so we chose Philadelphia. I thought, I have a lot of good connections in the 
area.  

[00:02:54] Kyle Simpson: Is she from Philadelphia? 

[00:02:55] Eric Stetson: No, she's from Phoenix, Arizona.  

[00:02:56] Kyle Simpson: Oh, so you compromised on Philadelphia?  

[00:02:58] Eric Stetson: We compromised on Philadelphia, yeah.  
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[00:03:00] Kyle Simpson: Which is what most Philadelphians tend to do is, there's a, there was a 
joke I heard when I first moved to Philly, because I grew up in Florida. And when I got up here 
eight years ago, someone said, yeah, my friend is from the west coast and his wife is from New 
Jersey. And so they compromised and moved to Philly and I feel like that's the story for 
anybody who's from Philadelphia is you can leave, but it always brings you back. 

[00:03:26] Eric Stetson: Yeah. Philly is a great town in a lot of ways. And we didn't want to be 
stuck between two families, so we had to pick one and we just thought professionally it was 
better back here in the Philly area. So that's how I ended up coming back to Philly. And it's weird 
because you come home after a long time. I mean, you visit periodically on leave or vacations, 
but it's relearning the city and and things that I didn't know before,or see before. So that's kind 
of fun too. yeah. So, got back here and, when I transitioned out of the military, I didn't know 
exactly what I wanted to do and I didn't spend enough time preparing before I got [00:04:00] 
out of the military and thought, oh, it's easy. 

[00:04:02] Eric Stetson: I'll just go back and meet people and figure out what I want to do. So I 
learned some lessons in, in, in that, respect as well. But I kind of got into an entrepreneurial, 
situation right away where I started contracting. I worked with Widener University's, Austin 
Leadership Institute for a while. I went through a tremendous training program through army 
international and started doing some consulting and corporate training, leadership 
development, team development, with that organization. And I was volunteering in the veterans 
space at the same time. And so key veterans in the Philly area kind of pulled me into the 
veterans space where I was very attracted to that, to volunteer, and meet other veterans and 
learn from them and through that I discovered FourBlock and I said, wow, this is a really cool 
model. I mean this is like, two years after I've been out, I said, This is a really unique model. This 
is a great magic sauce kind of recipe to help a veteran figure out what they want to do and how 
to get there when they come out of the service. 

[00:05:01] Eric Stetson: And I said, sure, I'll volunteer. I know the mistakes I made. I know what 
I've learned in the last two years, and this is fantastic. Yeah, I'll volunteer. I was, so, I'm Army and, 
I ended up walking into a Marine Corps ambush, as I say, the founder, Mike Abrams Marine, and 
a guy named Damien Bartolo kind of set me up and, and it, I joke about it, but it's really a neat 
opportunity. 

[00:05:23] Eric Stetson: Ended up becoming, at that point I said, where do I want to go with 
what I'm doing in talent development? where do I want to operate? Do I want to go work for a 
major consulting company? Do I want to continue be an independent contractor, entrepreneur 
and, take on clients or do I want to work in this organization? 

[00:05:40] Eric Stetson: And I said, this is a fantastic opportunity to continue to serve. To 
continue to help veterans in their transition and to apply everything I've learned in my 
leadership experience and about people to help them be the best they could be. And so that's 
how I ended up becoming, regional director for FourBlock. 

[00:05:57] Kyle Simpson: Really interesting. And it may come as a surprise to folks that the 
Army has resources and, tools and I would guess it's the same as for other branches of the 
military that are dedicated to leadership and people development. I know that was a new thing 
when we were talking was you could have a career in helping people be better within the 
military. That's an interesting thing.  

[00:06:21] Eric Stetson: Well, yeah, I mean, absolutely. I think, and this is the really important 
thing for folks out there who don't have familiarity with the military, we're taking young people, 
predominantly. And obviously there's a challenge right now with the number of people that 
qualify even to get into the military through either,aptitude scores in, in the basics, or physical 
fitness or, mental or criminology, criminal past. so we are, we're down to a low proportion, too 
low a proportion of our society that meets basic requirements to go into the military. Eric 
Stetson: But the folks that we're bringing in, so right off the bat, that kind of makes them elite in 
that sense. And then, these are high school graduates predominantly. Some of them have a 
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little bit of college. What we do is, initially, as everybody knows, we break them down, we push 
them a little bit, we challenge them. We teach them not to think about themselves, but to think 
about the team and to learn how to operate on a team. And then we build them back up, and 
within a year or two are coming into the service. Those young men and women are starting to 
learn how to lead others and are given leadership responsibility. 

[00:07:24] Eric Stetson: And with three and four years of service now, some of them are 
leading, they have four or five, three to five other direct reports under them. They're responsible 
for training them, coaching them, counseling them, leading them, and making sure that they 
are, doing the right things in the military and advancing themselves. 

[00:07:42] Eric Stetson: So, at a very early age, at a very young age, we're giving a tremendous 
amount of responsibility to young people and teaching them how to use that responsibility and 
to lead and from there forward in the service in all the branches of the service. We have, military 
schools set up to teach leadership, not only the technical aspects of their mos or their career 
field inside the military, but also leadership development inside the military. 

[00:08:05] Eric Stetson: So they can continue to lead at greater levels as they advance, through 
their careers. And then at the macro level, as a senior non-commissioned officer or senior 
officer, you start to work in organizations that are thinking of the overall picture of the military 
and development from an organizational perspective and a leadership perspective, a 
schoolhouse perspective, et cetera. So there's a lot of opportunity there.  

[00:08:33] Kyle Simpson: Yeah, I can imagine. And then what are the challenges once 
somebody, has fulfilled their service tenure, and they're exiting and wanting to enter right. the 
workforce, I can imagine it's kind of a unique. Set of challenges that they face where somebody 
who is leaving college and entering the workforce for the first time or someone making a mid-
career move is facing wildly different sets of challenges.  

[00:09:00] Eric Stetson: Right and those transitions are not to be minimized either, you know, 
the first step out of college into a new career, or I'm shifting my career entirely and heading in a 
new direction after seven, eight, 10 years working in X and going to y. from the military 
perspective, the military's a very intense environment and somewhat closed environment. 

[00:09:18] Eric Stetson: You know, living on a post or a station or overseas and being in this 
very intense environment where everybody's kind of very much on the same team, headed in 
the same direction. And so coming out of that back into some people call the real world or the 
normal world or civilian world, is a significant transition and so there are a number of challenges 
there. what most service members don't realize is so much of what they learned in practice, in 
the military actually applies on the outside the same way. So when I got out of the service, I 
looked around for jobs, being an artillery officer where I could shoot really big bullets out of big 
cannons, and I couldn't find a job, as an, nobody wants an artillery officer. 

[00:10:00] Eric Stetson: So I'm saying that tongue in cheek because I didn't look for jobs as an 
artillery officer, even though that's what I trained and learn and led and over years and years,  

[00:10:14] Eric Stetson: So, so obviously what you're focusing on is, the non-kinetic,kind of 
things that you, and the skills that you learn and the experiences you have in the military. The 
classic example that I just kind of referred to is I'll have,an E four, an E five, an E six infantry 
soldier who is an expert in, among other things, weapons and setting up ambushes and 
patrolling and offense and defense and, communications and planning and all these different 
kind of military infantry related items. 

[00:10:46] Eric Stetson: And that typically young man will say, I've done that. I don't want to go 
be a police officer and carry a gun anymore. I don't want to be, in a contractor organization 
that's gonna go overseas and work as a contractor carrying a weapon. And I'll say, good, I don't 
want you to do that either. What do you want to do? And the person will say, well, I'm working 
on a college degree, but you know, I can't bring any of that military to the civilian world. And I'll 
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say, wait a minute, did you lead people? Yes. How many? Four. Did you counsel them? Yes. Did 
you evaluate their training? Yes. Did you set up training for them? Yes. Did you deal with them 
when they were at their worst? Yes. Did you promote them? Yes. Did you practice risk 
management in your operations? Risk mitigation? Yes. Okay. Let's you know, did you have to 
learn how to communicate in writing and verbally with people? Yes. All right. Let's focus on 
those skills and those experiences and the mini-project management that you did, and let's 
bring that to the forefront, not your door kicking skills leading a four-man stack into a room 
shooting guns. 

[00:11:51] Eric Stetson: Nobody's looking for that. Maybe SWAT is right, but you know, I get it. 
You don't want to do that anymore. Go into economics. Do finance, and so there are examples 
replete with folks who have made that transition and figured that out and are repackaging 
themselves, rebranding themselves, used that word earlier, and they're bringing that to the 
forefront. It's the soft skills development.  

[00:12:14] Kyle Simpson: Yeah, I see that. Often, with colleagues at FS, but also, I stay involved 
with my alma mater and I work with, students there. And I find that it's difficult for people who 
have never had to tell their story to craft a narrative, right? I think it's such a lost skill, and it's 
something that's not taught. In fact, I usually will take a co-op, which is, an intern, for a semester 
on my team. I've probably had eight to 10 co-ops in the time that I've at FS. And I love working 
with them because they're energetic, they're enthusiastic, they want to learn. And the number 
one thing that I spend the most time with co-ops trying to teach them is how to craft a narrative 
in a PowerPoint. It's something they don't learn. It's something that is required in some courses, 
but there's no rigor around how it's evaluated. it's more of, could you put the information on the 
slides? And we live in a world where, information is such a commodity. There's so much 
information being thrown at us. There's so many applicants applying for roles....  

[00:13:33] Eric Stetson: yep.  

[00:13:33] Kyle Simpson: That you have to figure out how you're going to differentiate yourself 
and your brand. And I think that starts to, I think the point you're making is that starts with 
understanding how do you think about who you are and the skills that you have accumulated 
over your lifetime to make you great for whatever this next step is. 

[00:13:51] Eric Stetson: Yeah. Thank you so much for bringing that forward because you use 
two critical elements there. Crafting and telling your story, which is an entire module in the 
FourBlock program because you've got, everybody has a story. And in the military you don't 
learn how to tell that story. when you meet people or you interview, you're, there's certain 
things they want, to hear from you at your new unit, but you're not telling your story.  

[00:14:13] Kyle Simpson: Could I go even so far as to say you are your rank? Like is it... 

[00:14:17] Eric Stetson: there's too much to that.  

[00:14:19] Kyle Simpson: Yeah.  

[00:14:19] Eric Stetson: This is true. And some of the best bosses I've had have said, Hey, rank is 
mildly interesting. it, it's what you get done and it's how you treat people and it's a great lesson, 
you learn. Respect is obviously a two-way street, but you're right. I'm an artillery officer.  

[00:14:32] Kyle Simpson: Yep. no. Yeah.  

[00:14:33] Eric Stetson: I'm a human being. I have a story. I happen to be an artillery officer and 
I got a lot else too.  

[00:14:38] Kyle Simpson: And there's a corporate proxy for that. Right.  

[00:14:40] Eric Stetson: Exactly.  
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[00:14:40] Kyle Simpson: I'm the operations manager,  

[00:14:43] Eric Stetson: right. 

[00:14:43] Kyle Simpson: Or I'm the. fund analysts, you're whomever you are. Showing up to 
that role. And while that might be your title That doesn't mean that your contributions stop and 
end there. And this is why I tell people, very often when I talk to veterans, I say, on LinkedIn 
where you have your photo, and then your name and then your headline below your name, 
don't put your current title. Your work title is your headline. That's just your current work title. 

[00:15:11] Eric Stetson: Your headline is who you are as a professional, what you bring to the 
rest of the world as a professional. And so they're rethinking about how that, how they display 
that and show that. The other key item that you brought forward was you talked about a one-
page PowerPoint or where you can tell a narrative, tell a story. 

[00:15:26] Eric Stetson: In the military, we call this producing a storyboard, and so, believe it or 
not, but NCOs and officers are producing storyboards all the time in the military, even in 
combat operations. On one page, show: What was the event? What happened, what did it 
mean? What were the results? So that people can get a quick snapshot of what's going on and I 
love the fact you talk about the information overload. It drives down our attention span. So 
here's another key factor, is learning how to listen to people and really focus on them to give 
them attention. When everything in our society, and we see this with our kids, we see it with us, 
is driving our attention span shorter and shorter, and overloading us with information. 

[00:16:08] Kyle Simpson: And so really learning how to fight through that, control that and 
meter that is important.  

[00:16:12] Eric Stetson: Exactly. So, telling your story is a whole module in FourBlock because 
of the things that you just said. It's learning how to explain your background, your uniqueness, 
what you've done, what you care about, and what you're interested in doing in the future in 
what, we say about a two-to-three-minute pitch to tell that story to someone who's really trying 
to get to know you. Because I can look at your resume and I don't know you, I can even look at 
your LinkedIn profile and I still don't really know you. Although I'd argue that, that about 
paragraph on the LinkedIn profile, we need to start to hear and see some of that story and, it's 
gonna match up what you tell someone in person. 

[00:16:55] Eric Stetson: And, it's your chance to deliver what I call a strategic communications 
piece to another person to help them understand you, understand the value that you bring, 
understand what you care about and where you're trying to go. And once they know that story 
and they understand. They are much more likely to be, comfortable, with you and understand, 
what you bring to the table more so than just your resume. And so it's a critical skill that's not 
really taught in the military, and that's why we spend a lot of time on it in FourBlock teaching 
our veterans about it.  

[00:17:32] Kyle Simpson: Yeah. It's such a underappreciated skill to have. And I tell the co-ops 
that rotate on my team and young folks starting out at FS and in other places, if you can get 
really good at taking a complex idea and synthesizing it down to the handful of things that 
someone at an executive level needs to understand, and you can visualize that either in a Word 
document or a PowerPoint, the sky's the limit for you. and even I'll go so far and say even if you 
have a technical skill, even if you're a portfolio manager or you're in ops or you are in risk, if you 
are that person who can do the technical work and do the soft skill communications work, 
you're the unicorn at the company. 

[00:18:26] Kyle Simpson: Right? So I think that for Advisors, we have an audience of financial 
advisors that listen to this podcast, and I think they wrestle with the same challenge, right? 
There's a lot of advisors out there. You could argue that, being the investment manager is, 
receding a bit in terms of importance for clients and being more of a holistic planner and guide 
and consultant. 
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[00:18:54] Kyle Simpson: Is starting to come more into the foreground as being what matters 
more to people. They want to understand how you're gonna help them prepare for life's, 
unexpected challenges. And they want to know how you're gonna help them prepare for 
retirement. And a part of that is picking investments, but it's much broader than that. 

[00:19:14] Kyle Simpson: So in a changing, landscape in terms of client requirements and client 
needs, you have to figure out how am I gonna tell that story in a way that resonates with a 
prospective client and a current client? And I think starting with, well, how do I tell myself who I 
am at this moment? Such a off skipped step that I think is really important for people. 

[00:19:41] I agree because that's part of building rapport and building a relationship. And if you 
don't know who you are and you don't understand yourself, Then it's much harder to lead 
yourself, to lead others, to lead to change. And so as a financial advisor, you are, you're in a 
leadership role, you're advising, but you're providing leadership in that capacity. 

[00:19:59] so you have to know where you're coming from and your strengths and your natural, 
operating behavior pattern, so to speak, that you bring to the table. And then of course, you 
also have to be very cognizant and really be able to listen and hear the client, so you 
understand what's going on here in the background, what is this fear? 

[00:20:17] Eric Stetson: Is this anxiety is this uncertainty. And, be able to hear what's going on in 
that person beyond just the words so that you can build that relationship and advise effectively. 
And so now we're talking about, emotional intelligence basically which starts with 
understanding the self and so we say lead self to lead others to lead change. If I'm having a 
crummy day and a crappy day, and I don't put myself in check before I respond to my 19-year-
old daughter that says X or wants Y, then doesn't come out the right way. And then we're 
impacting the relationship. 

[00:20:51] Eric Stetson: So just as a, quick example. so it's really important to understand 
ourselves first, and we go, and this is the same thing we talk with veterans. Hey, you've been 
immersed in this military culture for so long, or, three years, four years, 20 years. And it's a big 
part of who you are and it's shaped how you operate and you've learned so many things but 
now you're gonna transition to, the outside. And so understand yourself first. take that time to 
really dig in and say, okay, who am I? And what am I about? What's my new pitch, my new 
purpose, or my new mission in life? That I'm gonna take the uniform off, but I want to continue 
to serve and I want to continue to make a difference. 

[00:21:31] Eric Stetson: I want purposeful work. What is that? What does that look like? Because 
in the military, after you're in, you don't always get to choose what job you want. , your boss can 
say, Hey, put down your top three preferences, and Hey, Eric, this is what Uncle Sam says 
you're gonna do. Yes, sir. You're moving out and drawing fire, so to speak. 

[00:21:48] and so you end up doing a lot of different jobs, in the military and learning different 
things. And now when you get out, the world's kind of your oyster. And so you got to lead 
yourself first. You have to understand yourself and, what's important to you. And it's one of the 
reasons why, Mike Abrams and the team, in con conjunction with Columbia University 
developed our course called Find Your Calling. 

[00:22:13] Eric Stetson: And this is a very popular self-paced course. Actually, anybody 
anywhere in the world could take it. It's a massive online open course. It's a edX platform. It's 
called Find Your Calling. And we've got Simon Cenek in there and Sebastian Younger and...  

[00:22:25] Kyle Simpson: really neat. I didn't know that.  

[00:22:26] Eric Stetson: And it's a really neat course. 

[00:22:27] Eric Stetson: So, understanding self and how that impacts in relationship building is 
huge in all life.  
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[00:22:33] Kyle Simpson: and there's something in, in what you just said that leads me to 
another, I think, really important theme, which is the discipline to know what to pursue. Right. 
And if I think again about our audience, advisors have a lot of discretion in how they run their 
businesses and what clients they choose to pursue and what differentiators they are going to 
invest in that they think make them, more marketable or desirable to, to potential and current 
clients. And I think that's also a skill right there. there's certainly a, at least a correlation between 
the world we live in today, which is loads of choice and limitless ideas and information and how 
that translates into maybe a challenge of having it's, like fomo, right? Fear of missing out. You 
don't want to, you don't want to, leave any stones unturned, but there are an immeasurable 
number of stones out there . So how do you make sure with the limited amount of time that 
you have, that you're focused on what really is going to move the needle for you,  

[00:23:53] Eric Stetson: right? and so, You bringing that up makes me think about, someone 
taught me at one point, sometimes you have to fire a client. 

[00:24:01] Kyle Simpson: Absolutely.  

[00:24:02] Eric Stetson: And, so again, back to that initial communication, relationship building, 
understand the person, having them understand you and, making sure it's good relationship to 
move forward. Building rapport, building trust. So critical, in the relationship. I've started to see 
more people, as we come out of the virtual kind of covid pandemic and who knows where we 
are in it, but, using video messaging,to leave messages versus a phone call or,sending an email 
with a quick video message attached. 

[00:24:30] Eric Stetson: You open it and you're seeing, your buddy or your client or your person 
with a quick video message, almost eyeball to eyeball. Not quite, but better than just, virtual,that 
we've been stuck in for a while. So I think that's a signal or a sign of. Again, trying to build that 
human connection. 

[00:24:46] Eric Stetson: Humans were built to be nose to nose, eyeball to eyeball, and not, over 
zoom all day or even over the phone. and it reminds me of that old commercial where, the 
guy's getting up and he is got his coat in his briefcase and, he says, I'm going to see an 
[00:25:00] old friend because he got fired by a client because he hasn't been face to face. 

[00:25:04] Eric Stetson: This is commercials, like, this is 20 years ago, I couldn't remember who 
it was. It's one of these insurance companies or finance or something. And, he's like, basically 
they get fired by the client. He's like, he's got his bag and he's walking out. Where are you 
going? Going to see an old friend , got to get face to face. 

[00:25:17] Kyle Simpson: Yeah. absolutely  

[00:25:18] that human connection that people have been really, suffering without, because the 
last couple years and everything, the dynamic nature of what we've gone through. So I think it 
really emphasized that really is bringing it to bear and upfront. so from an advisor, perspective, 
no matter what it is, It's how can I get as much eyeball to eyeball as possible to make sure I 
understand, I can really hear my client, and to build that relationship, especially upfront, 
especially early on. 

[00:25:44] and I want to connect that to authenticity, which, which I think is maybe the other 
side of the coin of what we're talking about here. I have a friend who is a realtor in Philadelphia. 
She's very successful. She's starting to build out her digital marketing presence, and she's spent 
a good amount of money on, professional back, has a professional backdrop video. 

[00:26:14] Kyle Simpson: And, you can tell it's been, there's been a lot of post-production work 
done on these to make them look a certain way. And she was talking to a friend who's also in 
digital marketing, and the friend said, I bet if you did a video with you looking into your front 
facing camera on your iPhone and you filmed it and you put it out there, yeah. 
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[00:26:37] Kyle Simpson: That, that would probably get more views than your highly,crafted 
videos that, that you've been doing. Give it a shot. And, spoiler alert, I don't know if she's done it 
or not. We had this conversation last week, but I do think that's certainly a component to this 
conversation is creating your narrative. 

[00:26:58] Kyle Simpson: Yes. Very important, critical. You have to know who you are and how 
you want to communicate that to somebody. But man, if it feels at. Fake or contrived. Yeah. 
People will see right through that.  

[00:27:11] Eric Stetson: Yeah, a hundred percent. and I already know the end state on that story 
it'll get a lot of views. 

[00:27:16] Kyle Simpson: Absolutely.  

[00:27:16] Eric Stetson: Because people are seeking that. In fact, we've talked about that at 
FourBlock also as we, as continue to grow and professional branding and all that. We've said, 
Hey, we should just bring in some just genuine cell phone quick videos to share.  

[00:27:27] Eric Stetson: And it, you're getting a real deal kind of uncut thing. And I think there's 
a lot to be said for that. And it's because of the key word you used and it's authenticity. Yes. And 
so you cannot pretend to be someone you're not. People will see through it, they'll see through 
it in an interview, they'll see through it on, if you're putting things on LinkedIn that's not 
authentic, as I tell folks, every single thing you're, you have on a resume. Every single thing you 
have on LinkedIn, you must be able to defend, provide an example and explain. otherwise, 
you're not being authentic and can't pretend to be someone you're not. and that's the same 
thing, leading in the military. soldiers see right through that in a heartbeat. And so, as a leader, 
and, we're all leading in some capacity or another, authenticity is critical. Vulnerability is what is 
created in authenticity because you're making yourself a little bit vulnerable. 

[00:28:14] Eric Stetson: And that's a way to gain trust with people. if you're entirely guarded and 
entirely scripted. and too overproduced, who am I really talking to?  

[00:28:24] Kyle Simpson: Yes.  

[00:28:25] Eric Stetson: So great concept and authenticity.  

[00:28:27] Kyle Simpson: Yeah, absolutely. and what do you think that looks like maybe for a 
leader, but also for a team member?  

[00:28:36] Eric Stetson: Yeah, so I think, so a leader's got to create the conditions where team 
members are not afraid to speak up, right? 

[00:28:42] Eric Stetson: So that's building trust and having good communications on the team 
and even, handling conflict. high functioning teams welcome conflict because they look at it as 
an opportunity to respectfully disagree and talk and build and grow. And so it's a critical skill on 
teams. 

[00:28:57] but you're not gonna be authentic if you haven't built trust and leaders not building 
trust top down. and it's something that, we teach our veterans in transition coming out. A lot of 
people will hear that term, tell your story, right? Which has to be authentic. And they'll say, oh, 
it's a story. And that has kind of a fake feel to it or produced feel to it. Well, if it's authentic and if 
it's real and it's really who you are in your experience and what you bring to the table, that's not, 
that's telling a story, but it's real story. Correct. It's your story and it's authentic. And so that, 
that's why it's so critical. 

[00:29:28] Eric Stetson: That it's done that way versus, exaggeration or, trying be... 
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[00:29:32] Kyle Simpson: Yeah, story means there's an introduction and then there's a build The 
climax of the story. And then there's the day new ma, if you remember back to your literature 
days. Right. And then there's the resolution, right. So you have, building the story means that 
you're conscious of the arc.  

[00:29:50] Eric Stetson: Yes.  

[00:29:50] Kyle Simpson: Right. That it's the old adage of if I think it was a Lincoln quote, but 
you can correct me if I'm off here, but it's the, “if I had more time, I would've written a shorter 
note.” 

[00:30:03] Eric Stetson: Yeah, exactly.  

[00:30:03] Kyle Simpson: Right. Yeah. It's being thoughtful of the words that you use and the 
order in which you use them. In order to take somebody on the arc with you, they couldn't be 
there for the 30, 40, 50, 60 years that you've been here. So in that two minutes you have Yeah. 
Use the time wisely. Yeah. That's what it means to craft the story. 

[00:30:22] Eric Stetson: Exactly. And it's actually tied to chemicals and endorphins and 
dopamine in the brain. The way you build your story can, inject those chemicals in the brain of 
the person listening to catch their interest and to keep them paying attention. Again, back to 
our attention span, right? 

[00:30:38] Eric Stetson: What is that like nine seconds or something? Or They've measured in 
college students. Yep. So if you inject a little dopamine, little endorphins in there through the 
hook and the story with like a little teaser, and then you build on that arc in telling your story, 
you keep the person's a attention and then you culminate. 

[00:30:54] Eric Stetson: So I was just at a workshop a couple weeks ago and there was a 
gentleman talking about the deliberate construct of telling your story again, it's still authentic, 
it's still real. You're just building it in a certain pattern that keeps people's attention span. So a 
great skill to have, and staying authentic within that. 

[00:31:10] really important. so talked a little bit about authenticity and vulnerability from the 
leader to build trust down to subordinates, to be able to raise their voice, to team me members, 
to be able to, bring up objections or talk constructively about challenges and then to be able to 
handle, conflict constructively on a team where on the backside of that, the relationships are 
enhanced and the team is stronger, coming out of that, that, that conflict resolution. 

[00:31:34] Eric Stetson: And so that's a very, important for a team to develop. And there are 
folks out there that can, help teams do that in leadership and team development consulting. so 
I love the discussion on both telling your story and the authenticity within that.  

[00:31:48] Kyle Simpson: And I'd like to maybe continue that line of thinking. 

[00:31:52] Kyle Simpson: So you've thought about your narrative or your story you've crafted it. 
Let's talk about networking, which, yeah, as soon as I say it, my, my skin crawls a little bit 
because I don't like what it has become as a term, but I'm curious if you see this with veterans. 

[00:32:15] Kyle Simpson: I know, I see this,in financial services. It's easy to fall into a couple of 
patterns when it comes to building relationships. One is you just don't do it. There's some 
conscious or subconscious block that's preventing you from either having the confidence to go 
and build new relationships. 

[00:32:41] Kyle Simpson: Or you don't see the value in going and building relationships, but you 
get stuck in not building relationships. The other, common, I would say negative pattern is you 
build really shallow relationships. , right? you think you're there to swap business cards and to 
call someone when you need a favor. 
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[00:33:01] Kyle Simpson: And I'm curious if you experience those with veterans that you work 
with. and maybe any thoughts on a more healthy and productive way to build relationships.  

[00:33:13] Eric Stetson: Yeah. Wow. Excellent. So you've hit on another, module of instruction 
and curriculum that we have in FourBlock, and it's literally called networking and developing the 
right relationships. 

[00:33:24] Eric Stetson: And you said your skin crawls, just with that word. And it's so interesting 
because if you line up 10 veterans or 10 folks who are in the service and you say to them, Hey, I 
want to teach you today about networking. Nine out 10 will say, Ooh, that made, they'll cringe 
and they'll back up. 

[00:33:38] Eric Stetson: That, sounds to me like, I don't...  

[00:33:40] Kyle Simpson: going into a big ballroom and just having to shake people's hands. Or, 
be fake, right.  

[00:33:45] Eric Stetson: And be fake and all that kind of stuff. And so the, that's our first 
challenge is teaching veterans that the power of networking and why you network and how it's 
related to service. So I look at networking as learning, because you're learning from other 
[00:34:00] people. I also look at it as sharing because you have a chance to share information 
and knowledge with other people and you, and have a chance to serve and help other people. 
And that's through relationship. And so what we teach veterans about networking is, you are 
networking to learn, develop and grow and share in your pursuit for a new career after the 
military. 

[00:34:23] Eric Stetson: And then when you are in that new career, you're gonna continue to 
network so that you can learn, grow, and share. so that you have, a broad enough network with 
enough relationships that it helps you discover new opportunities or bring people towards your 
organization. Or if you need to change your career, you have people you can learn from, that 
can help you move in a new direction. 

[00:34:47] Eric Stetson: So key relationships, we talk about, sponsors, mentors, and coaches. 
And a lot of, folks in the service don't realize they've already had these relationships while 
they're in the service. They had another person mentoring them who wasn't in the chain of 
command. Who was, counseling them and bouncing ideas with them about how to develop 
professionally. 

[00:35:08] Eric Stetson: They had a coach, an NCO or an officer teaching them a technical skill, 
training them, helping them get better at managing a budget or designing storyboards that, 
that cartoon vignette on PowerPoint or communicating or briefing or, presenting information to 
the commander. so they've had coaches and then they've had people that have pushed them 
towards assignments or recommended them for assignments or projects or promotion. 

[00:35:34] Eric Stetson: And that's your sponsor, right? So someone who's sponsored you, 
who's put skin in the game backing your name for something. And so once you explain it 
again...  

[00:35:43] Kyle Simpson: I've never, so I hate to interrupt you. 

[00:35:44] Eric Stetson: No, go ahead.  

[00:35:45] Kyle Simpson: I've never heard those three things split out that way.  

[00:35:47] Eric Stetson: Ah-huh.  

[00:35:48] Kyle Simpson: And man is that powerful. 
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[00:35:51] Eric Stetson: To be honest, I had heard of mentors while I was in the military.  

[00:35:55] Kyle Simpson: Mentors , this is kind of the catchall, right? You hear, go find mentors. 
Yeah. And [00:36:00] that mentor is supposed to be older than you or more seasoned in their 
career than you. and they're supposed to do all these things. is, I would guess what we hear 
nine times out of 10 when someone says, go find someone to help you get to the next step in 
your career or your life. 

[00:36:18] Eric Stetson: That's what we think. But it doesn't have to be someone older than you.  

[00:36:20] Kyle Simpson: Yeah. and they don't need to do all these Right. they could teach you 
a skill, but maybe not be the person to advocate for a promotion.  

[00:36:28] Eric Stetson: Right. So, so sometimes a mentor will become a sponsor. Like I might 
be, mentoring you over the course of months and then I might make, whisper to someone else 
or say to someone else, I really think you should take a look at this guy. Yep. Or gal. Right. for 
that position or to pull him into your organization. I just flipped from, the mentor to the sponsor 
and, it works out and I'm still your mentor, right? the coach is really classically a skill 
development kind of thing. Companies hire coaches to coach people on sales, on data 
visualization on, name it, right? So sometimes a coach a company will give you a coach in your 
area or, and you can also go to the outside and hire a coach. 

[00:37:06] Eric Stetson: I mean, there's all kinds of coaching businesses out there that you can 
go hire a coach to get better in your chosen profession. and then the sponsors, that person 
that's, putting skin in the game, making that recommendation, pushing you for that promotion 
or nominating you for that position. 

[00:37:20] Eric Stetson: And so once we break it out that way, and we explain it to veterans, the 
first step is we say, go back and list the people in your past who fit those categories. When's the 
last time you reached out to your mentor and kept them updated? When's the last time you 
kept a sponsor that you know, that promoted you or gave you an opportunity, updated on how 
you're doing? 

[00:37:39] Eric Stetson: Are you maintaining that key relationship? So, you don't go out there 
and start networking and saying, Hey, would you be my sponsor? Right. because I haven't 
improved myself yet. Sure. You, well, you got to know, you got to see what I do and know what I 
bring to the table and before you decide to put skin in the game to recommend me or promote 
me. 

[00:37:55] Eric Stetson: But I could build a relationship and say, I'm looking for a mentor and I 
don't know how much time you have and if you're too busy, but I would appreciate, if I could 
have your mentorship. and sometimes, a lot of organizations will very intentionally designed a 
mentorship program so that people coming in to the organization and in the organization are 
mentored. 

[00:38:14] Eric Stetson: You'll find the top company, C-Suite people out there, they have 
mentors.  

[00:38:19] Kyle Simpson: Absolutely. that is, they have mentors. Such a misconception I think in 
modern. modern corporate culture is that you have this dynamo leader, solo leader, right, who 
has needs no help and takes no direction from anyone else. And they are the visionary.  

[00:38:39] Eric Stetson: Absolutely not.  

[00:38:39] Kyle Simpson: And that's such a, right, falsity, right?  

[00:38:43] Eric Stetson: They're the people smart enough to know who to listen to.  
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[00:38:45] Kyle Simpson: Exactly.  

[00:38:46] Eric Stetson: To have people advising them. and they've had mentors the whole, the 
whole way and obviously they've had sponsors. So that's a big part of networking is that you 
can now discover you have an opportunity to mentor someone else, right? 

[00:38:59] Eric Stetson: You can build a relationship with someone and say, Hey, I'll coach you 
on that. I'll give you some time on that and coach you on that skill. Yep, I'd love to do that for 
you. And so you're learning, you're sharing, you're building relationship, and it just makes life 
better. and you learn more. So, what we tell,veterans are coming through our program is, you 
can, apply for a job somewhere, but if you don't know people at that organization, your 
application's going in with 432 other or 178 other applications. 

[00:39:25] Eric Stetson: Yes. How are you getting to an interview? Right? Because they don't 
know you. Yep. But if you've built relationships, you've built your network deliberately, now you 
have people there that can say, she should be interviewed, put her in the interview stack. Yep. 
And you just moved into the interview stack. 

[00:39:40] Eric Stetson: That's a big, big part of the challenge.  

[00:39:41] and would say the same goes for business owners, looking for clients. If you think 
that you're just going to passively market to people through social media or even through 
organizations that are affiliated with your target client, passively communicating to them is, 
2000's to 2010s, right? They're the early days of internet marketing. Right? And now there's 
such a proliferation of that, that you really have to go out and be thoughtful and intentional 
about how you're going to actively build those relationships.  

[00:40:22] Eric Stetson: That's right. In building the relationships, maintaining doing the good 
work. you're setting and establishing your brand, and I forget who said it, but your brand is what 
people say about you when you're not in the room. And so, through those relationships, and 
the, the referrals, you're gonna get, more clients. And, it's the same thing for a company. 

[00:40:39] Eric Stetson: The company will hire people they already know or someone who's 
being recommended from someone else or being refer someone else. And it's the same thing 
for, building clients. so it's careful relationship of, with the client paying, listening, paying 
attention, spending the time on them, building your brain, and then from that referrals comes. 

[00:40:55] Eric Stetson: It's a human world. And this is something that I say two things all the 
time. I've learned a lot in the last five or six years is one, none of us are escaping technology and 
data . None of us. Doesn't matter what you do. There's tech and there's data involved. and so 
you got to have, you got to be willing to embrace it to some extent. 

[00:41:12] Eric Stetson: I'm not a tech laggard. I'm more of a late adopter, but I learn it when I 
need to learn it. and folks who know me know that I struggle with it sometimes, but, I learn what 
I need to learn to use the technology and understand it. And, I also, have come to appreciate 
the power of data. 

[00:41:26] but the other thing that I say is, humans haven't evolved much, the last couple 
hundred years, couple thousand years. Regardless of how fast our technology develops and 
evolves, it is still a human game and a human endeavor. And that means relationship. So back 
to another point that you said about personality impacting networking. 

[00:41:48] Eric Stetson: Okay. So we have people that are more extroverted, more introverted. 
most people are probably more on an ambivert scale. so going back to understanding yourself 
and how you operate, you have to account for that and how you're gonna go out and network. 

[00:42:01] I'm a people person. I love talking to people, but I have to put myself in check, right? 
I have to understand how I'm operating and how I'm building a relationship and who else is 
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around me and make sure that other people are included. I'm like kind of a more the merrier 
kind of guy. But some people are much more introverted and it can be a little bit more difficult 
for them for certain settings, for networking. So understanding that about yourself and tackling 
that head on to understand the value of building relationships is so critical. which takes me 
back to another thing that I had talked about before, with veterans, especially as the veteran 
network. 

[00:42:35] Eric Stetson: So my message, to any, to, to anybody out there who's counseling or 
advising or working with veterans is when you come out of the service, regardless of the 
experience you had in the service, regardless of your rank, regardless of your branch, the 
veterans who are already out of the service, they are one of your best assets for networking and 
building relationships to learn from them how they tackled it, their successes, their failures, and 
what they recommend. 

[00:43:01] Eric Stetson: Let those folks help you. Every veteran has that tool in their back 
pocket, that veteran to veteran network. You just got to go out there and grab it and start 
building those relationships inside that network. And, it'll pay off for you in huge dividends and 
then you'll be able to help others in return. 

[00:43:18] back to, sharing and helping others through networking. So very important for 
veterans, to remember that in, relationship building and networking.  

[00:43:26] Kyle Simpson: So, The human element I completely agree with, and, my good friend 
at the firm, Bill Wolfe will always remind me that history never repeats itself, but it often rhymes, 
right? 

[00:43:39] Kyle Simpson: Yes. That we tend to encounter, the same types of events throughout 
the years because people are human beings. I think one of the most human emotions to deal 
with is failure, particularly with high achievers or individuals who are used to, a transactional 
type of recognition. 

[00:44:04] Kyle Simpson: I did this, got rewarded, did this, got rewarded? How? And I'm thinking 
specifically to our networking conversation, but I think it maybe extends to. To being successful 
Once you're in a role, how do you think about, getting a no from someone, right. or someone 
maybe being less interested in your particular story or your skills and not letting that deter you 
or second guess the play that you have just scripted for yourself. 

[00:44:34] Eric Stetson: Yeah. So you're bringing to mind a couple concepts. One the, is the 
concept I've learned from a buddy, who's a sales coach expert. Let me talk about that, but then 
also, how it relates to your story and, and how you cope with it. Especially, for high performers 
and veterans who are taught to win, you do, you adjust to adapt, you overcome whatever you 
need to do to win. 

[00:44:55] Kyle Simpson: Sure. Right?  

[00:44:56] Eric Stetson: Because at the ultimate end of the spectrum, the stakes are pretty high. 
[00:45:00] so you have people that are coming out of the, let's talk veterans just for a second, 
coming out of the military, taught to win, adjust over, adapt, and, have had a lot of successes, 
have had some failures along the way, but have had a lot of successes proving themselves and 
now they're coming in the civilian world and that rejection can be hard to handle and, not take 
it personally. 

[00:45:19] Eric Stetson: So one of the things we've often told, veterans and veterans will tell 
each other is, Hey, get ready for that word no or No thanks, . And it's okay. what are you gonna 
learn from that and understand that's actually kind of normal. 

[00:45:30] it's not the norm that you come out and you prepare for and you interview and you 
land the first job you interview. That's probably not the norm, right? So get ready for that 
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rejection and don't take it personally and learn from it each time and move forward. as couples 
with relationship also, right? 

[00:45:46] Eric Stetson: So the interview process is a two-way street. The organization is trying 
to figure you out. You're trying to figure out the organization out to make sure it's gonna be a 
good fit, a good relationship. And so, no might be a blessing in disguise. and it's a learning 
opportunity. we talk about including a significant failure and what you learned from it in, in 
telling your story. 

[00:46:07] if there's one out there that really resonates and was life changing for you and it 
helped you develop and move forward, that's a great thing that you could include. when you're 
telling a story about yourself, it's also demonstrating vulnerability. And most folks that are 
gonna be interviewed for any job anywhere are gonna be asked the time when they really 
screwed something up, or failed, and how'd you deal with it? 

[00:46:25] Eric Stetson: Absolutely. You're gonna have to answer that question, right? Because 
organizations want to know you've thought about that what'd you learn or how'd you handle, 
how'd you grow? there's a book on negotiation, and it's gonna, it's gonna drive me. Wow. Never 
split the difference. Chris Voss. Okay. Never split the difference. So, so this, so, Chris Voss was a 
crisis negotiator and one of the,and he now teaches, I think he teaches a course at, Harvard 
Business School on negotiation, or at least guest lectures there. 

[00:46:55] Kyle Simpson: And,I had listened to him on a podcast. And to your point on, on, no. 
[00:47:00] I loved his take on, negotiating. He said, I want to sprint to know, because once I get 
to know, I can ask why. And that really helps me understand. Where somebody's coming from, 
the vantage point from which they're looking at this conversation. 

[00:47:18] Kyle Simpson: And I think that's such a interesting spin on Right. Being afraid of 
getting a no, it's actually, that's the Yeah. Best piece of information you could get from 
someone. Because then you get to ask, why that? And if they're honest, and if enough people 
are honest, you can modify and train your own algorithm to better understand why you keep 
getting the nose. That's fascinating.  

[00:47:41] Eric Stetson: Yeah. I think it, couples with closely the concept of,be the first to fail.  

[00:47:45] Kyle Simpson: Yes. Right? Because fail fast, right? 

[00:47:47] Eric Stetson: Fail fast, yeah. I think is the expression. Yeah. Because, as soon as we 
get that experiment done or that iteration we fail, we can do the diagnosis, tweak it to go back 
again, try again. 

[00:47:55] Kyle Simpson: Yes. So, I think not, not being afraid of failure. How you handle it, how 
you learn from it, how you grow from it. I mean, that's really the only way. Yes. When you think 
about it from being a young kid, and moving up in, in age and learning and having those 
failures, you know what, how learn you're learning emotionally how to handle it. 

[00:48:11] Kyle Simpson: Yes.  

[00:48:12] Eric Stetson: You're learning how to diagnose the problem. that's actually one of the 
strengths for folks coming out of the military is the military doesn't after action review on just 
about everything, we're always trying to figure out how did it go? What are we trying to do? 
What actually happened? 

[00:48:24] Eric Stetson: Why did it happen? What are we gonna do next time to get better? And 
so that process is ingrained in most folks coming out of the military. sales, right. No. Is certainty 
Yes. Right. we're trying to get to certainty. We're trying to get to the understanding is this the 
right relationship? Is this gonna work? Are we gonna move forward? No. Bring certainty. Yes. so, 
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being able to learn from the no and diagnose it, I think is an important point. Now, obviously, we 
all don't want to glorify failure and run around failing and everything, right? ,  

[00:48:52] Kyle Simpson: if you're not getting any yeses, we probably need to work on the 
approach a little bit. 

[00:48:57] Eric Stetson: yeah. we got to tweak something , but  

[00:48:59] Kyle Simpson: it's, [00:49:00] but you know what, can I, yeah. Can I want to balance 
maybe any of the pessimism that, that might be coming through the mics with some optimism 
that I find more people than not going back to the sponsors, mentor coaches conversation and 
the network and conversation. 

[00:49:16] Kyle Simpson: More people say yes than you would imagine, even if it's to a 
conversation. Right? I find that the amount of people that I will message on LinkedIn or I'll find 
an email for them and send them an email and. And have a specific reason for my contacting 
them. And say, could we talk for 15 or 30 minutes or Next time I'm in New York, can we meet 
for coffee? 

[00:49:44] Kyle Simpson: I'm shocked by the amount of yeses that I get from something like 
that, because back to your point, it is a human game and people like to talk about themselves 
and they like to help other people.  

[00:49:56] Eric Stetson: Right. And what happens when someone just connects with you on 
[00:50:00] LinkedIn? Just to connect? Just to connect, but there's no note there. 

[00:50:02] Eric Stetson: What do you do?  

[00:50:03] Kyle Simpson: Oh, you're like, who is this person? Yeah. I, I get five of them a day. 
Yeah. You're like, I know there's an ask coming here, and I wish you would've put it in. Invitation.  

[00:50:14] Eric Stetson: Thank you. Thank you. See, so for all the veterans listening out there for, 
I, I did not pay him to say that. Okay. and he just, so you just reinforce, one of those lessons 
that, that we teach with LinkedIn is, avoid connecting with people without a personal note. 
Absolutely. Why are you connecting with me? Right. why do I want you in my community? Why 
do you know? Let's,and most times people will say yes if you have a genuine, authentic ask 
because it's a human game and people do like to connect and people like to help. 

[00:50:40] Eric Stetson: Yes. People like to help. it's in our nature.  

[00:50:42] and there's such a difference between, I'll tie this to an advisor. there's such a 
difference between a LinkedIn message that, is a canned message . Yep. Yep. Versus one 
where you've taken the time to look at my profile or you did a little homework on me. 

[00:50:59] Kyle Simpson: [00:51:00] Right. And you make some connection. Yeah. To me. Right, 
Kyle. ran into your page. I see. We have a mutual friend, saw you went to ucf Big Win last 
weekend against Tulane. Would love to connect. That's gonna go Yeah. So much further for 
me. It took you five minutes to do the homework on me. Right. By the way, shout out to UCF go 
Knights we're climbing up the leaderboard. 

[00:51:20] but that's gonna go so much further to, to me saying yes than just a generic. I work 
with professionals like you and Yeah. I'd love 15 minutes of your time. That's gonna go nowhere. 
It's gonna, it's no different than taking a resume and putting it in the monster.com and crossing 
your fingers and Right. Hoping that something's gonna work out.  

[00:51:41] Eric Stetson: Right. It's just not, it's throwing spaghetti against the wall. Yes. and I can, 
maybe I give you a example, for, from Iraq,we discovered,a lot of the folks that would, we were 
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fighting against j Shama and whatnot. they weren't very disciplined how to use, they used their 
weapons. 

[00:51:56] Eric Stetson: They would just kind of point in a general area and then pull the trigger 
and hope the [00:52:00] bullets would hit the target. Yep. And we, and that's throwing your 
resume in the hopper. Yeah. Spaghetti. It's like the spray and pray technique. Yes. And I applied 
for 200 jobs and I'm not hearing back. 

[00:52:08] Eric Stetson: Right. Stop applying for jobs . Right. Apply for people.  

[00:52:12] Kyle Simpson: For people. Absolutely.  

[00:52:13] Eric Stetson: Apply for relationships. Yes. Build relationships, learn from people. Yes. 
You discover opportunities. If you're genuine and authentic, they may tap you on the shoulder  

[00:52:23] Eric Stetson: and let, yeah, let me even take that a step further and if this helps de 
depressurize that that initial outreach or that first conversation. In some ways it, it might be 
better that you're not looking for a transaction in that conversation. Yeah. Right. It there, there is 
something to be said for I came across your. profile. I was connected to you and,I really admire 
the career that you've had, or you're doing something really interesting and it's something that I 
would like to do at some point, whatever, however you want to craft it. 

[00:52:57] Kyle Simpson: Yeah. but you're,you are not showing up immediately asking for 
something. Exactly. it's really, yeah. it, it can be, it's off comfort. It's off-putting to that person 
the first time. Yeah. And for you, it, for you, it could be comforting if over 5, 10, 20 years you've 
developed these relationships of organically of people that you like and you've never had to ask 
them for anything. 

[00:53:20] Kyle Simpson: Right. And then you get to the point where you say, Hey, I actually 
have something you could help me with. Yeah. That's okay.  

[00:53:25] Eric Stetson: Yeah. One of our instructors in, New York City is actually a Vietnam 
veteran. And he ended up retiring, after building a very large organization called AECOM. one 
of the world's largest engineer design firms. 

[00:53:39] Eric Stetson: And he came back from Vietnam. Of course, we didn't treat our 
Vietnam vets well. but he never admitted that he was in the military for like 10 years and didn't 
put it on his resume or anything. his dad introduced him to, a guy on a construction site. 
Construction company. And, Tom, he interviewed and he got the job. That was the last job he 
ever interviewed for. And that was like 1971 or 70 or something. Every job he got afterwards 
was through relationships and just knowing people and being tapped on the shoulder, working 
hard, doing well, building relationships, and Hey, we'd like you to take a look at this. 

[00:54:14] Eric Stetson: Hey, try this. You got promoted and like six or seven times after that in 
the new jobs and projects. and ended up becoming a very senior operator and then, built, 
founded AECOM with a couple other folks. So it just goes to your point, you never approach 
relationships transactionally. 

[00:54:30] Eric Stetson: Tell people why you're interested in them. ask them that you would like 
to learn from them. point out connections and then always ask, if there's something you can do 
for them. Yes. And I think people underestimate how much they can do for other people as 
well. but build those relationships, carefully. And then, see how you can give back and how you 
can serve others by connecting others. and then the follow up is, like you said before, yeah. not 
being shallow, tracking the people you're connecting to, following up, sending notes, especially 
if you can send a personal, a handwritten note is very powerful. but in the networking, Mode. 
And in that initial career transition mode, you are trying to learn to make sure it's gonna be the 
right field and fit for you to make sure the organization is the right culture to learn other 
people's experiences, from them and get their vantage, point before you ever apply for a job. 
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[00:55:20] Kyle Simpson: Absolutely.  

[00:55:20] Eric Stetson: So I've started saying stop applying for jobs, start applying for people. 

[00:55:24] Kyle Simpson: I love that line.  

[00:55:25] Kyle Simpson: And yeah, I don't know if, maybe I'll trademark that. you should write a 
book if you haven't, with all this knowledge.  

[00:55:30] Eric Stetson: Yeah. Uh,it's been a lot of learning over the last, eight years since 
separating from the military. 

[00:55:34] Kyle Simpson: Yeah.  

[00:55:34] Eric Stetson: And reflecting, what you learn in the military and how you transition 
and bring that, out of the military. And there's a lot of crossover, I think a lot more. Then people 
realize, folks in the military are not robots running around shouting orders and obeying orders, , 
lot of collaboration, a lot of teamwork, a lot of brainstorming. 

[00:55:52] yes, there are times when, orders have to be shouted and people have to obey right 
away and get stuff done. but most of the time it, that's not what it is.  

[00:56:00] Eric Stetson:   

[00:56:01] Kyle Simpson: well, I know we're, we're at our, I think we blew through our time. This 
was great. I didn't mention this at the beginning of the program, but FS has a relationship with 
FourBlock. 

[00:56:12] Kyle Simpson: We, coach, veterans who work with your organization and we help 
them on resume workshops and career place. And how long? I know it's been at least a few 
years we've been doing this.  

[00:56:24] Eric Stetson: Yeah, absolutely. I think it's been, four Yeah. Or maybe even five now. 
And you guys have been a great supporter. 

[00:56:31] you've sponsored our organization, you've hosted our veterans, you've coached 
them. we have 10 different modules of career development that the veterans go through in our 
program. And you've got some heavy hitters here that have been, coaching and supporting. bill 
Mans one of them. 

[00:56:44] there's another gentleman, Tom Hasselman. He’s just retired. Just retired. he's still 
coaching. and a couple others also, started initially with, Mia, who used to be here. yep. And so 
a great team of folks who have really just in a very genuine, authentic manner shared a lot with 
the veterans coming through the program. So we really support, your support here in 
Philadelphia and it's been a good relationship. We want to keep it going. Absolutely. We're 
looking forward, doing it more in, in the future. and so, I've really enjoyed talking you this 
morning. 

[00:57:14] Kyle Simpson: Maybe we, maybe if we do this next year, we'll we bring a participant 
or two, a veteran or two. 

[00:57:19] Eric Stetson: I love this idea.  

[00:57:20] Kyle Simpson: Yeah, I think that would  

[00:57:21] Eric Stetson: that's a great idea. 
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[00:57:21] Kyle Simpson: Be a lot of fun.  

[00:57:22] Eric Stetson: Oh, we have a couple of alumni who could definitely chime in. Yeah. 
give their value on it also.  

[00:57:26] Kyle Simpson: So I think that would be great. 

[00:57:28] I think your organization, the way you tackle the business that you do,here at FS we 
find that really attractive to, from, a community perspective. Sure. And, it's something that's 
attractive to veterans also because there's a community service aspect to that within the 
profession, within the careers. so we really appreciate that also.  

[00:57:44] Kyle Simpson: Likewise. So how about this – if folks are listening, there might be, I've 
jotted down maybe one of three types of people who are listening. One who hears this and 
thinks that sounds like a really interesting organization. I'd like to volunteer one that might be 
listening to this saying, I'd like to recruit someone who has graduated through FourBlock. And 
then maybe someone listening who says, man, I'm a veteran. I could really benefit from that 
training. Yeah. And I want to sign up. Yeah. So how should people find you and connect with 
you if they're one of those three?  

[00:58:18] Eric Stetson: Yeah, absolutely. FourBlock.org. That website has our profiles on there. 

[00:58:22] Eric Stetson: I'm on there, phone numbers, email connection, e stetson 
FourBlock.org. But FourBlock.org spells out who FourBlock is, how it came to be our story, how 
it was, born out of an individual Marines experience about 13 years ago. and it talks about our 
alumni, our programs. What we value, how we operate. 

[00:58:45] Eric Stetson: And so you can connect through us there. There's also a frequently 
asked questions, page there. That's very good. Team's done a great job. and then, the 
descriptions of our programs. We have a program for veterans, a program for spouses of 
veterans because let's not forget the [00:59:00] spouses they serve also and sacrifice a lot. 

[00:59:02] and they're very adept people that have developed great, agility, adapt, adaptive 
nature, networking skills, how-to skills that they can bring to your organization as well. And then 
we have the FourBlock podcast, which is on Spotify. and then we have the Find your Calling 
course. So it's all on FourBlock.org. Love to talk to you about the...  

[00:59:21] Kyle Simpson: and the find your calling because we mentioned that in the show. 
Maybe just shout that out as well because that's on, what is that on edX?  

[00:59:27] Eric Stetson: That's on the edX platform. Cool. Linked off of the FourBlock, website 
under programs. 

[00:59:33] Eric Stetson: Shout out to Columbia University, helping us produce that and Simon 
Sinek and Sebastian Young,who put some serious time into that as well. yeah. So, yeah, check it 
out. It's an, it's a neat, it's a neat organization. not-for-profit veteran support organization and, 
um, we always are looking for volunteer coaches, veterans, or those who are closely affiliated 
with the veteran community who would like to be a volunteer coach in the program. 

[00:59:54] we keep our eye out for instructors in the future who are paid adjunct faculty 
instructors in each, location. and, love to bring you into the community.  

[01:00:04] Kyle Simpson: Really great. Well, thanks for your service and thanks for what you're 
doing now with FourBlock. Uh, it's a incredible organization. We're, uh, we, we couldn't be 
happier about the partnership and, and working with you all and, uh, look forward to getting 
this group plus, yeah, a couple, uh, alumni together for around two of the podcast. 

[01:00:23] Kyle Simpson: Let's do it again. I love it.  
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[01:00:24] Eric Stetson: Thanks so much. Absolutely appreciate it.  

[01:00:26] Kyle Simpson: Thanks Eric. Awesome.  

Credits -  

[01:00:29] Kyle Simpson: This episode was recorded at the FS Investments headquarters in 
Philadelphia's historic Navy Yard. It was produced by Kyle Simpson with help from Aaron 
Sherman. It was edited in engineered by Aaron Sherman. Special thanks to show advisor Kim 
Pollock. If you enjoyed this episode, be sure to like and subscribe to the Fireside podcast 
wherever you stream. Thanks for listening. 
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